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 Research Articles

 MATTHEW LAUER
 AND SHANKAR ASWANI

 Indigenous Ecological Knowledge as Situated
 Practices: Understanding Fishers1 Knowledge
 in the Western Solomon Islands

 ABSTRACT In this article, we draw on research among fisherfolk of Roviana Lagoon, Solomon Islands, to examine certain episte-

 mological assumptions of the "indigenous knowledge" concept. We describe how approaches to knowledge in Roviana differ from

 prevailing models of knowledge that distinguish between cognitive aspects and other modalities of knowing. For many Roviana fishers,

 ecological knowledge is not analytically separated from the changing contexts of everyday activities such as navigating and fishing.

 Inspired by Roviana epistemologías, we argue that a practice-oriented approach provides a more sympathetic and informative the-

 oretical framework for understanding knowledge and its role in contemporary marine-resource conservation efforts. The theoretical

 and methodological implications of the perspective are illustrated with examples from an ongoing marine conservation project in the

 western Solomon Islands that integrates indigenous knowledge, remote-sensing techniques, and Geographic Information System (GIS)

 technologies. [Keywords: Indigenous ecological knowledge, practice theory, Oceania, field methods, western Solomon Islands]

 INTEREST IN INDIGENOUS knowledge has grown rapidly in recent years. Researchers and practitioners
 across many disciplines now recognize that local people's
 knowledge, perceptions, and cosmologies are important in
 planning social and economic change programs and in the
 management and monitoring of ecosystem processes and
 functions. The increased appreciation of indigenous knowl-
 edge is particularly notable in the fields of international
 development and environmental management. Develop-
 ment professionals and applied social scientists have be-
 gun to abandon previous agendas by which experts and
 technicians armed with scientific knowledge were expected
 to lead the fight against poverty, hunger, and underdevel-
 opment (Brokensha et al. 1980; Chambers and Ghildyal
 1985; McCorkle 1989; Sillitoe 1998; Warren et al. 1995).
 More recently, a growing number of scholars concerned
 with sustainability, resilience, and climate change have also
 come to embrace indigenous knowledge (Berkes et al. 2000;
 Carpenter et al. 2001; Couzin 2007; Johannes 1998; Liu
 et al. 2007). This growing recognition that local people have
 relevant knowledge has had a number of positive effects
 and has directed attention and resources toward the people
 in most need. Some have heralded this new enthusiasm for

 indigenous knowledge as a revolution in anthropological
 method because informants become collaborators in ap-
 plied projects, rather than just subjects of anthropological
 inquiry (Sillitoe 1998).

 With the rise in popularity of indigenous knowledge
 studies, however, various critiques have emerged that ques-
 tion the epistemological and theoretical foundations of
 both the "indigenous" and "knowledge" concepts of "in-
 digenous knowledge." Current writings continue to label
 certain kinds of knowledge as indigenous even though the
 term has been the subject of much debate in anthropol-
 ogy (Agrawal 1995), with scholars pointing out how it re-
 lies on obsolete anthropological frameworks of evolution-
 ary progress (Kuper 2003) and how it undermines efforts
 to understand the hybrid, heterogeneous, and contested
 nature of knowledges (Gupta 1998; Sillitoe 1998; Tsing
 2005). Other scholars argue that "knowledge" in indige-
 nous knowledge studies has been uncritically interpreted
 as formal, cognitively based schemas or mental models
 (Escobar 1999; Hobart 1993; Ingold 2000; Nazarea 2006;
 Nyerges 1997; Pálsson 1998). Conceptualizing knowledge
 in this way has led advocates of indigenous knowledge
 to import hierarchies and distortions into their studies.
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 FIGURE 1. The Solomon Islands with Roviana Lagoon inset.

 Formal, systematized knowledge has tended to be under-
 stood as distinct from tacit, experiential, and other modal-
 ities of knowing.

 In this article, we examine these epistemological as-
 sumptions informing many indigenous knowledge studies
 and contrast them with results from our ongoing research
 and environmental management program in the Roviana
 and Vonavona Lagoons, Solomon Islands (see Figure 1). We
 show how the practice of Roviana ecological knowledge
 challenges models of knowledge that distinguish .cogni-
 tive aspects from other modalities of knowing. Our ethno-
 graphic evidence reveals that Roviana fishers tend not to
 analytically separate knowledge about the marine environ-
 ment from the changing contexts of everyday human activ-
 ities such as navigating and fishing. Instead, knowledge is
 based in the sensitivities, orientations, and skills that have
 developed over one's lifetime through actual engagement
 in and performance of practical activities.

 Inspired by Roviana epistemologies, we argue that a
 practice-oriented approach provides a more sympathetic
 and informative understanding of knowledge than expla-
 nations based exclusively on cognitive models. The ensu-
 ing analysis reveals that a reformulation of knowledge as
 situated practice bridges problematic distinctions that are
 foreign to Roviana understandings, such as those made be-
 tween indigenous and scientific knowledge or cognitive and

 experiential knowledge. We also show how the approach
 encourages analysis of aspects of knowledge that might
 normally be overlooked, in that it focuses attention on the
 fine-grained micro processes involved in the practical ap-
 plication of knowledge.

 In this article, we detail these theoretical and method-
 ological implications of the practice perspective by drawing
 on examples from our research and environmental manage-
 ment program in the western Solomon Islands. Over the
 past decade, we have conducted research that has invento-
 ried marine lagoon habitats and substrates, documented the
 ecology of important species and biological communities,
 identified vulnerable habitats and fish species, and moni-
 tored ecological change by integrating fishers' knowledge,
 remote-sensing techniques, Geographic Information Sys-
 tem (GIS) technologies, and marine science for designing
 marine conservation programs (Aswani and Lauer 2006b;
 Lauer and Aswani 2008).

 RESEARCH AREA

 Roviana and Vonavona Lagoons are home to approxi-
 mately 12,000 inhabitants who share a common linguistic
 and cultural heritage. The vast majority continue to rely
 on fishing and horticulture as their means of subsistence
 despite extensive social and cultural change over the past
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 two centuries. Subsistence fishing dominates village life,
 and marine resources provide the bulk of the protein in the
 people's diet. Most Roviana people live in communities
 ranging from 50 to 1,000 inhabitants, which are spread
 along the barrier islands and the coastal strip of the New
 Georgia mainland (see Figure 1). The lagoons stretch
 70 kilometers along the south coast of New Georgia Island,
 from Parara Island to Kalena Bay, and they are considered
 some of the richest and most diverse marine ecosystems
 in the world (Hughes et al. 2002). Reaching five kilometers
 in width in some areas, the sizeable inner lagoons consist
 of myriad pools, coral reefs, intertidal flats, and passages.
 Large portions of the lagoons are shallow (< 20 meters)
 and contain a multitude of marine habitats, including
 grass beds, mangroves, freshwater swamps, river estuaries,
 sand channels, shallow coral reefs, and outer reef drops
 that dot the lagoons.

 In this region, local community leaders exercise gover-
 nance and management over the use of and access to nat-
 ural resources in the lagoons and the adjacent coastal areas
 within their respective customary land and sea estates. De-
 spite this system of indigenous land and sea tenure, pop-
 ulation growth and growing development pressures have
 begun to overwhelm local governance controls and un-
 dermine sustainable resource use. Increasingly, the lagoon
 ecology and the social and political stability of the region
 are under threat. To address these problems, local leaders in
 tandem with our research team initiated the Roviana and

 Vonavona Resource Management and Development Pro-
 gram, which has created a network of marine protected
 areas (MPAs), improved the basic infrastructure of the re-
 gion, and conducted environmental awareness programs.
 With varying degrees of success, 28 MPAs are currently es-
 tablished in the Roviana, Vonavona, and Marovo lagoons,
 most of which have been set up as permanent "no-take"
 zones. The success of the program can be attributed to the
 privileging of local knowledge and the support of practices
 and social institutions familiar to community members.

 The overarching aim of the research program has
 been to develop hybrid methodologies that integrate
 ecological knowledge with scientific approaches such as
 underwater visual surveys (e.g., Aswani et al. 2007). To
 integrate and analyze various types of data, we created a
 spatial database. Geographic Information System (GIS),
 Global Positioning System (GPS), and remote-sensing
 technologies were used to collect Roviana environmental
 knowledge about marine-habitat distribution, fish behav-
 ior and life-history characteristics, lagoon ecology, and
 environmental change. Longitudinal data (1994-2007) on
 fishing practices, socioeconomics, and demography were
 also integrated into the GIS.

 DOCUMENTING AND MAPPING ROVIANA

 KNOWLEDGE

 To provide a general inventory of coastal resources, we used
 GIS and remote-sensing techniques combined with Roviana

 knowledge to produce habitat and benthic maps of both
 coarse- and fine-level description. We also documented the
 presence and distribution of common fish species and the
 locations of spawning, nursery, burrowing, and aggregating
 sites of locally identified species within recognized fishing
 grounds and associated benthic habitats. These maps serve
 as important tools for assessing and identifying representa-
 tive areas of distinct ecology and important fish species as
 well as provide data for socioenvironmental change studies.

 In our research, habitats and benthic types were de-
 fined by local people using Roviana "ecological" categories.
 This work was inspired by a long tradition in ethnoscience
 that has explored how people understand, conceptualize,
 and categorize local ecologies (Anderson 1996; Berlin 1992;
 Hunn 1994). Roviana knowledge provides a rich and so-
 phisticated system of socioecological habitat classifications
 that has an internal logic to distinguish classes based on ge-
 omorphology, abiotic substrates, and benthic assemblages
 of plant and animal species. Importantly, the environmen-
 tal categorization systems that describe climatic phenom-
 ena, habitat composition, and biotic taxonomies closely
 correspond with Western scientific categories (Brookfield
 and Hart 1971). In using Roviana categories for the habitat
 maps, our intent was also to encourage local participation
 and to inculcate a sense of project ownership.

 The empirical information we have collected re-
 lies heavily on ethnographic material and participant-
 observation. We collected information on local ecologi-
 cal, habitat, and benthic categories through conventional
 ethnographic interviews and direct participation in fishing,
 gardening, and other village activities. Open-ended and
 structured interviews were conducted over 15 years with
 hundreds of villagers of various ages in 21 villages across
 the lagoons. Villagers were asked a range of questions per-
 taining to the spatiotemporal characteristics of their fishing
 grounds and the lagoons' ecological processes.

 These interviews revealed that Roviana fishers, both
 within and between villages, had variable amounts and
 types of knowledge. The names of fishing grounds, for ex-
 ample, were only known by those villagers living adjacent
 to them. Within villages, knowledge of the local environ-
 ment varied, depending on length of residence, reliance on
 fishing for subsistence, gender, tribal affiliation, and other
 characteristics. These observations concur with a significant
 body of research that documents the variability of ethno-
 biological and ecological knowledge within communities
 (Boster 1985; Davis and Wagner 2003; Warren 2003). Many
 of the most knowledgeable villagers were locally identified
 as "experts," who typically had gained their status based on
 fishing prowess. Even with this variability in knowledge,
 the vast majority of Roviana villagers we interviewed were
 able to identify 14 major habitat types and six minor ones
 (Aswani and Vaccaro 2008). Many villagers also recognized
 a variety of minor, smaller-scale ecological zones or habi-
 tats within the major habitat categories, depending on the
 ecology immediately adjacent to the villages. In addition to
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 habitat assessments, villagers from the 21 villages identified
 more than 500 specific fishing grounds.

 The general "ecological" categories identified by most
 Roviana villagers are organized around the more general
 concept of "pepeso." Although it literally translates as "soil"
 or "ground," the word pepeso is typically used to refer to a
 broader land-sea concept that demarcates territorial estates
 and historical claims. As is the case elsewhere in the Pacific,

 Roviana land and sea ecological zones and processes are not
 ontologically separated but, rather, are components of an
 integrated whole. Pepeso signifies habitation, history, and
 land and sea territories, and it is the basic element in Ro-

 viana tenurial systems of ownership. Each pepeso consists
 of a named land-sea "estate" owned by a butubutu (kin-
 based group) and delineated by voloso (boundaries). The
 land-sea territory includes the open sea out to the mid-
 point in the channel separating New Georgia from Rendova
 Island as well as the barrier islands, passages, inner lagoons,
 and the New Georgia mainland.

 Within each pepeso, villagers identified four major
 socioecological domains: lamana (open sea), vuragare or
 toba (barrier islands and open sea-facing intertidal zones
 and reef drops), poana or koqu (inner lagoon), and tutu-
 peka (mainland). The English equivalents would suggest
 that these domains are strictly ecological categories, but
 this is not the case. They are elements embedded within
 regular and cyclically repetitive practices of fishing, for-
 aging, travel, horticulture, and other dynamic activities.
 For our marine-habitat studies, we have focused on the

 poana domain, which contains within it an increasingly
 more detailed number of classifications that describe the

 heterogeneous patchwork of marine ecological habitats
 (see Figure 2). Among various habitat types, most Ro-
 viana fishers recognize and classify the following major
 marine ecological categories (approximate English equiv-
 alents in parentheses): bolebole (tidal sand banks), holapana
 or sangava (lagoon passages), kopi (lagoon pools), kuliku-
 liana (seagrass beds), nunusa (lagoon islands), sada ovuku
 (river mouths), sagauru (generic for reefs), and teqoteqo (reef

 drops), among others. These categories are what formed the
 basis for our Roviana knowledge-mapping exercises.

 The first attempts to map marine habitats involved free-
 hand sketch-mapping exercises in Baraulu village. A group
 of six locally indentified "experts" were asked to cooper-
 atively draw maps based only on memory of the marine
 environment surrounding their village. Large blank sheets
 of paper were placed in front of villagers, and they were
 asked to draw the main biophysical features such as islands,
 capes, and bays and then the indigenously defined marine
 habitats. The results were inadequate. Although villagers
 could sketch a general map of local habitats and draw the
 outline of surrounding islands, the detail and spatial preci-
 sion of the sketch maps were low and thus ineffective for
 inventorying habitats at a scale that was useful for man-
 agement purposes. These sketch maps could quite possibly
 have been useful for more general countermapping (Peluso
 1992) or territory mapping. Hugh Brody's (1981) studies
 among native peoples of northwest British Columbia, for
 example, demonstrate how course-scale sketch maps are
 accurate enough to record land-use biographies, camping
 sites, land-use characteristics, or other phenomenological
 values. But habitat inventories used in marine ecosystem
 management require much more detailed and spatially pre-
 cise information than those captured in these sorts of sketch
 maps.

 The inadequate results of our sketch-map exercises,
 however, ran contrary to our observations of local people
 when they were fishing or navigating in the lagoons. While
 engaged in these activities, villagers demonstrated an as-
 tounding level of detailed knowledge. The challenge was
 to develop techniques to access this knowledge and accu-
 rately measure and record it. To do this, we developed a
 technique that involved boat-based surveys with GPS, in
 which fishers identified marine-habitat types and compiled
 extensive inventories of benthic substrates and associated

 organisms (Aswani and Lauer 2006b; see Figure 3). Using
 this method, groups of five to seven locally indentified ex-
 perts, along with the researcher, who was collecting data

 FIGURE 2. Cross-section schematic of a generalized Roviana pepeso, showing local environmental classifications and their approximate
 English equivalents.
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 FIGURE 3. Indigenous knowledge map of Baraulu Marine Protected Area (MPA; see Aswani and Lauer 2006b).

 on a handheld GPS receiver, mapped the spatial extent of
 habitats by paddling a canoe around the boundaries of the
 habitat areas. In addition to the habitat data, inventories
 of common fish sighted or caught and any other common
 organisms in the area were recorded. Important biological
 sites, such as the spawning, nursery, burrowing, or aggre-
 gating sites of important fish species, were also located, and
 their positions were recorded with the GPS receiver.

 In addition to our boat-based mapping exercises, we
 developed participatory image-interpretation techniques to
 map habitats across the entire lagoon area (for detailed,
 technical descriptions, see Aswani and Lauer 2006a; Lauer
 and Aswani 2008). The idea of participatory image inter-
 pretation emerged after we noted the villagers' fascination
 with satellite images and aerial photographs of their lagoon
 environment. They would spend hours inspecting printed
 aerial photographs and satellite images of the lagoons that
 were placed on the walls of the research station. Also, as we
 worked with imagery on computer monitors, they peered
 over our shoulders and could readily discern the intricate
 patterns and hues of the image and identify marine habi-
 tats of the lagoons. Taking these experiences as our cue, we
 organized meetings in the villages of Baraulu, Olive, Nusa
 Hope, Sasavele, and Nusa Roviana and selected, through
 purposive sampling, male and female villagers who were
 considered to be knowledgeable fishers. These groups of five
 to seven villagers were asked to interpret aerial photographs
 and satellite imagery of the lagoons. Specifically, they iden-
 tified biotic and abiotic marine substrates and drew bound-

 aries around them directly on printed copies of black-and-
 white and color aerial photographs. During these exercises,
 there was considerable discussion and debate about where

 to draw the habitat boundaries, but ultimately a consen-

 sus would form when one informant or group of villagers
 would recount the most compelling story about the bound-
 ary under question. Usually the story would involve an ac-
 tivity such as fishing or navigating that occurred in the
 area being mapped. Once the maps were completed, the
 drawings of the boundaries were digitized, and the results
 were later compared to marine field surveys of the same
 areas. Using these techniques, we produced fine-scale, de-
 tailed habitat and benthos maps of areas of approximately
 100 hectares.

 To inventory marine habitats across the entire la-
 goon ecosystem, villagers visually interpreted moderate-
 resolution Landsat-7 ETM+ satellite imagery (30m x 30m
 pixels). As with the aerial photographs, the satellite images
 were printed in large format, and the local fishers drew di-
 rectly on the images as they identified different habitats.
 Depending on the surrounding ecology, the villagers iden-
 tified between three and five habitats around their villages
 and between five and ten representative sites for each habi-
 tat. Later, the informant's drawings were digitized, and the
 information was used to direct a supervised classification
 across Roviana lagoon.

 We conducted quadrat dive surveys and visual counts
 to assess the correspondence between villagers' knowledge
 of the benthos and scientific survey techniques. These com-
 parisons showed that the villagers' visual assessments of
 benthic characteristics from air photographs had high cor-
 respondence with dive survey data. We calculated an over-
 all agreement of 76 percent for an area near Baraulu village.
 Similarly, Roviana villagers interpreted satellite imagery ac-
 curately when compared with ground-truthing data from
 dive surveys. The supervised classification produced broad-
 scale maps for four habitat classes across the entire lagoon
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 with an overall accuracy of 64.5 percent, which is in the
 middle of published accuracy ranges for comparable stud-
 ies using conventional supervised classification techniques.
 The taxa inventories also showed a strong correspondence
 with visual surveys. The presence or absence of fish in
 different benthic habitats documented with Roviana vil-

 lagers corresponded between 77 percent and 92 percent of
 the time with the visual measurements (Aswani and Lauer
 2006a; Lauer and Aswani 2008).

 CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

 How are we to interpret these results? Is this more evidence
 that indigenous people have empirically accurate knowl-
 edge similar to scientific knowledge? Do these results sug-
 gest that environmental managers and researchers should
 pursue similar sorts of studies in other social and environ-
 mental contexts? The answers to these questions depend to
 a large extent on how we conceptualize and define what
 has come to be known as "indigenous knowledge."

 The "indigenousness" of indigenous knowledge is par-
 ticularly controversial and disputed among many social sci-
 entists. This is despite the fact that the term indigenous is
 now used in a wide array of contexts and has proved to be a
 potent and effective signifier. By organizing under the ban-
 ner of indigenousness, many marginalized and disempow-
 ered people around the world have positioned themselves
 politically and demanded rights (Lauer 2006). Although we
 wholeheartedly support the struggles of politically disen-
 franchised groups, the notion of "indigenousness" as con-
 ceptualized by supporters of indigenous-knowledge studies
 has inherent limitations. Many writings assert that indige-
 nous knowledge is distinct from Western scientific knowl-
 edge by assuming that it deals with a different subject
 matter, employs different methods, and is more deeply
 connected to a particular place than scientific knowledge.
 Michael Howes and Robert Chambers, for example, state
 that "science is an open system whose adherents are al-
 ways aware of the possibility of alternative perspectives to
 those adopted at any particular point of time. ITK [indige-
 nous technical knowledge], however, as a closed system,
 is characterized by a lack of awareness that there may be
 other ways of regarding the world" (Howes and Chambers
 1980:330).

 Ironically, this contrastive framework that defines in-
 digenous as qualitatively different and distinct from the
 modern relies, in part, on a framework developed by 19th-
 century evolutionary social scientists. These early evolu-
 tionists went to great lengths in theorizing about the racial
 and intellectual differences between Westerners and the

 original inhabitants of newly colonized territories and the
 supposed precocious evolutionary advancement of modern
 European civilization. In reaction to these disparaging con-
 trasts, many 20th-century anthropologists have been pre-
 occupied with dissolving the persistent and troublesome
 primitive versus modern distinction. New and less obvi-

 ously offensive terms such as traditional, face-to-face, small-
 scale, and indigenous have been invented but have not ex-

 tinguished the lingering evolutionary assumptions about
 human progress (Robertson 2004). An unintended conse-
 quence of employing terms such as indigenous is that they
 obscure and conceal inequities and neocolonialism, rather
 than explicitly exposing them (Kuper 2003).

 In efforts to avoid the "indigenous" label, advocates
 of indigenous knowledge have been favorably disposed
 to the term local knowledge. However, this invokes an-
 other long-standing and problematic assumption about
 nonindustrial societies: their spatial isolation. The uncrit-
 ical adoption of the term local is remarkable considering
 that anthropologists such as Eric Wolf (1982) dispelled
 the deep-seated myth that non- Western societies are dis-
 crete and static "people without history." Emphasis on "the
 local" is also colored by specific conceptions of the "com-
 munity." Influenced by Ferdinand Tónnies's (2001) for-
 mulation of Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft
 (society), many scholars assume that "communities" are
 not only confined within limited horizons but also small
 in spatial extent, homogeneous, undifferentiated, and egal-
 itarian. This view continues to capture our imagination de-
 spite vast evidence that communities have always been and
 continue to be internally differentiated and bound in rela-
 tions with external actors (Agrawal and Gibson 1999). Com-
 munities and the knowledge of its members are shaped by
 mixtures of cultural practices, identities, and knowledges,
 and current conceptions of "indigenous" or "local" knowl-
 edge are ill-equipped to accommodate this hybridity (Gupta
 1998).

 For many authors, not only is indigenous a problem-
 atic term but also prevailing definitions of knowledge rest
 on questionable epistemological assumptions. Most indige-
 nous knowledge studies rely on a theory of knowledge that
 stresses the articulated, cognitive, formal, or abstract as-
 pects of knowing and understanding. They start from the
 premise that indigenous knowledge is a corpus of intergen-
 erationally transmissible instructions or rules that are dis-
 tinct from day-to-day activities. A widely cited definition of
 indigenous knowledge developed by Fikret Berkes (1993), for
 example, reflects this conceptual predisposition. He defines
 indigenous knowledge as a "cumulative body of knowledge
 and beliefs, handed down through generations by cultural
 transmission, about the relationship of living beings (in-
 cluding humans) with one another and with their environ-
 ment" (Berkes 1993:3).

 The conceptual roots of this understanding of indige-
 nous knowledge can be traced back to several centuries of
 Western thought and science that has divided human sub-
 jects into two mutually exclusive parts: mind and body.
 Thanks primarily to Rene Descartes, Western science has
 been built around the idea that our minds stand apart, dis-
 engaged from the physical world. It is the detached observer
 who, through conceptual categories, is able to sort our ex-
 periences based on socially approved schemas. Meanwhile,
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 our bodies are fully immersed in the physical environment,
 divorced from the omnipresent and watchful mind. And
 this relationship between mind and body is clearly not
 symmetric. The body has consistently been portrayed in
 Western thought as needing the mind to regulate emotions
 and feelings that are generated through somatic sensory
 stimuli.

 Current understandings of indigenous knowledge have
 also been shaped by influential views in ethnoscience,
 known more generally as cognitive anthropology (Tyler
 1969). Early pioneers in this field, such as Harold Conklin
 (1954), are credited with first drawing attention to in-
 digenous knowledge and establishing it as a worthy topic
 of research, but ethnoscientists approached their subject
 with Cartesian assumptions about the relationship between
 mind and body. The central premise of cognitive anthropol-
 ogy is that cognition consists of stable conceptual schemas
 that are imposed on a chaotic world by the mind. In
 other words, humans have cultural models lodged in their
 minds that give meaning to experience and direct human
 emotions and action (Holland and Quinn 1987). Ethno-
 scientists set out to understand the organizing principles of
 these cultural models and developed rigorous methods to
 document indigenous biological classificatory systems that
 had developed from people's relationships with their local
 environments. Today, this perspective continues to guide
 many indigenous knowledge studies.

 A growing number of scholars, however, are question-
 ing the Cartesian view of mind-body or subject-object and
 the resultant "cognitive" bias in indigenous knowledge re-
 search (Escobar 1999; Hobart 1993; Ingold 1993; Nazarea
 2006). Inspired by the views of Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony
 Giddens, and others, scholars in disciplines such as an-
 thropology (Ingold 2000; Pálsson 1994), psychology (Clark
 1997; Lave 1993; Reed 1993), and sociology Qoas 1993) dis-
 agree with the assumption that knowledge and the learn-
 ing process are "contained in the mind of the learner/'
 separated from the lived-in world (Lave 1993:7). Instead,
 they promote a practice-oriented view of knowledge that
 stresses the emergent, relational, embodied, and contextual
 dimensions of knowledge that are "constituted by a past,
 but changing, history of practices" (Hobart 1993:17). Al-
 though cognitive models suggest that knowledge consists
 of intellectual processes (i.e., cognitive schema) that are
 necessary preliminaries to guide action, the practice per-
 spective emphasizes the creative and generative processes
 of the place-based actions themselves.

 To an extent, the utilitarian view (Hunn 1982) in eth-
 nobiology, which argues that folk classifications of biota
 have important practical consequences for human exis-
 tence, signifies a movement among some scholars toward
 practical concerns in knowledge and away from the strictly
 intellectualist framework of Brent Berlin (e.g., Berlin 1992)
 and others. But despite the significant advances made by
 proponents of utilitarianism, their central theoretical con-
 struct relies on a cognitive model of knowledge, and hence

 they make a methodological rather than an epistemolog-
 ical break from the intellectualists. Practice theorists, in
 contrast, start with the premise that knowledge is not
 necessarily cognized prior to doing but, rather, is gener-
 ated and sustained during context-specific activities be-
 cause it is action in the world that allows people to per-
 ceive it and come to know its details. Following this line
 of thought, Tim Ingold, who draws on insights emerging
 from developmental-systems theory, argues that knowledge
 is, in a sense, not really "passed down" from generation to
 generation but, instead, continually regenerated within the
 context of people's practical engagement, experience, and
 performance of tasks in dynamic and changing local envi-
 ronments (Ingold 2000:5). In this process of regeneration,
 practices can emerge in response to specific social-ecological
 changes that may have been recently introduced (e.g., cli-
 mate change or tsunamis). It is important to note how this
 rethinking of knowledge as a "process of knowing," rather
 than as a "factual commodity or compendium of facts"
 (Lave 1988:175) transmitted through the generations, has
 implications beyond anthropology (cf. Oyama et al. 2001).

 Practice theorists make clear that their vision of knowl-

 edge as embodied, situational knowing is not some sort of
 pensee sauvage found only in small-scale societies. Rather, it
 is an alternative approach that is as relevant in contempo-
 rary industrialized society as in any other. Jean Lave's work
 among grocery shoppers (1988), for example, has shown
 how the differences between classroom arithmetic tasks

 and parallel problems carried out when people are actu-
 ally shopping for groceries are incorrectly contrasted as dif-
 ferent modes of thought. From a practice perspective, all
 knowledges are local and contextualized. Thus, the notion
 that certain aspects of human being such as formal arith-
 metic are exemplars of rational thought or mental activity is
 considered a manifestation of Western culture, rather than
 fundamentally different mode of knowing (Turnbull 2000).
 This challenges the orthodox formalist view that knowl-
 edge can be acquired about an objective, disinterested, and
 asocial world. As a result, practice theorists treat scientific
 knowledge as a form of social practice in which the practi-
 tioner is not free from the peculiarities of place, time, on-
 going activity, and multiple interpretations. This resonates
 with the views of philosophers of science who have long
 abandoned a sharp separation of science from nonscience
 methodologies (Feyerabend 1975). An important outcome
 of treating scientific knowledge as a type of situated practice
 is that it places all forms of knowing on an equal playing
 field. This is in no way meant to devalue or dismiss science.
 Indeed, we are in need of the insights generated by sci-
 ence now more than ever. Rather, practice theory provides
 a theoretical basis to dissolve culturally specific hierarchies
 of knowledge.

 For many of these authors, portraying knowledge as
 situated practices implies that all knowledges are place
 based and hence "local" because they are embedded in
 practical activities and everyday experiences. But situated
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 practices are also "local" in the sense outlined by David
 Turnbull (2000), in that they entail a multiplicity of mean-
 ings and interpretations and an inherent "situated messi-
 ness;/ (Turnbull 2000:39). Conceptualizing locally situated
 practices in this way helps accommodate the hybridity and
 heterogeneousness of knowledge, which is a major theoret-
 ical weakness of current formulations of indigenous or local
 knowledge.

 ROVIANA ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AS SITUATED

 PRACTICES

 Our Roviana informants' ideas about the relationship be-
 tween abstractions and practical human activities compel
 us to think about knowledge in the sense conveyed by the
 practice perspective. Their epistemology, although clearly
 not homogeneous, tends to be organized around a central
 principle of pragmatism that privileges the perceived out-
 comes of activities over metaphysical or abstract explana-
 tions. This understanding of knowledge can be illustrated
 by examining the Roviana concept of "mana" and its rela-
 tionship to religious practices such as pre-Christian head-
 hunting. Until the late 19th century, the western Solomon
 Islands - and Roviana in particular - were renowned for in-
 terisland predatory head-hunting, and among the most
 skillful were Roviana chiefdoms whose military and reli-
 gious stronghold was based in Roviana Lagoon. These chief-
 doms exerted great influence on the political economy of
 the western Solomon Islands through exchange and raid-
 ing networks that stretched across the region. During their
 zenith of power in the 19th century, the chiefly polities
 mounted ferocious head-hunting raids on surrounding is-
 lands, reaching on some occasions as far away as Guadal-
 canal (200 km to the southeast) in their swift tomoko (war
 canoes; see Aswani 2000).

 Classical anthropological interpretations of head-
 hunting practices in Oceania and Southeast Asia rely on
 the idea that severing an enemy's head imbues the warrior
 and his kin with a "life fluid" or metaphysical "soul sub-
 stance" (mana). This invisible medium of power or spiritual
 energy was understood as having crucial importance for
 maintaining the fertility and well-being of the community.
 Without regular infusions of mana acquired through the
 taking of heads, a community's life force would eventually
 erode, and thus the maximization of mana was considered

 the central rationale of head-hunting. However, as Roger
 Keesing (1984) points out, these early anthropologists ap-
 pear to have misinterpreted the concept of "mana" as a
 medium of supernatural power or energy. In fact, Roviana
 oral narratives and other ethnohistorical evidence do not

 support the idea that mana is a metaphysical substance
 or that head-hunting was motivated by the desire to ac-
 quire and accumulate the mana of slain enemies. Rather, as
 Keesing suggests, mana is an efficacious condition or state
 of being grounded in and inseparable from practical or re-
 ligious activities. In the Roviana language, mana typically
 functions as a stative verb, rather than a noun. Things or

 people do not have mana; they are mana (potent, effec-
 tual). Moreover, mana carries little meaning in Roviana as
 an abstract concept detached from the context of practical
 activity. When a thing or person is referred to as mana, it is
 inevitably a reference to that person or thing's efficacious
 qualities manifested in tangible outcomes.

 Roviana head-hunting, then, was a form of ritualized
 warfare that enabled chiefs to both acquire and manifest
 power, and hence to demonstrate their efficaciousness. Ac-
 quiring heads was not done to accumulate mana but, rather,
 to demonstrate one's efficacious state and to abrogate the
 enemy's future benefits of securing the power of their own
 ancestors, as the souls of the slain were destined to become
 earthly prisoners living in a liminal state. In Roviana cos-
 mology, the worlds of the living and dead are intimately
 intertwined. Power and authority, although wielded by the
 living, are ultimately sanctioned and hence derived from
 dead ancestors. To interface with the ancestors and en-

 able them to sanction the living's actions required cere-
 monial acts, and head-hunting expeditions were central to
 the politicoreligious fabric of Roviana society. But head-
 hunting required skill, and only adept headhunters who ac-
 quired enemy skulls demonstrated the positive sanction of
 their own ancestors and the authority of chiefs. The heads
 were tangible proof of the effectiveness of raids that sent
 an unambiguous message to enemies: that the ancestors
 were sanctioning the power and hence the rank and pres-
 tige of the chiefs and their kin (Aswani 2000:40). The mana
 of a warrior was not divorced from the practical activities
 of mounting raids and taking heads; it was immanent in
 those activities and demonstrated through concrete results.

 The attribution of mana on the basis of perceived out-
 comes is not limited to pre-Christian Roviana religious ac-
 tivities. Contemporary secular practices such as fishing,
 growing food, or relieving illness are understood in simi-
 lar terms. Many Roviana fishers, for example, continue to
 employ fishing magic to enhance their ability to catch fish
 and avoid being dula (unlucky in fishing). Certain custom-
 ary plant leaves such as zipolo (Cordyline spp.) are thought
 to bolster fishing prowess or protect a fisher from assailing
 spells sent by adversaries. Master fishers are considered to
 have tinamanae (to be blessed) when they effectively har-
 ness this magic and consistently catch fish. Again, mana is
 construed as a relationship between a practice, in this case
 fishing, and ancestrally derived power. Raymond Firth's ac-
 count from Tikopia clearly captures this meaning of mana:

 Manu [sic] is always associated with concrete situations,
 falling rain, growth of food, advent of calms, relief of
 sickness. In fact, its very existence is inferred by such
 concrete results. Again and again I hammered away at
 my informants trying to find what was the meaning of
 manu [sic] itself apart from evidence of it in crops, fish,
 and the like. But all my inquires . . . came to nothing.
 Always it was insisted that the crops and fish were manu
 [sic]. [Keesing 1984:149]

 Roviana orientations to knowledge also became appar-
 ent during environmental-awareness programs that we are
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 carrying out in the region. Our experience has shown that
 the degree to which management initiatives are embraced
 depends heavily on results that are easily recognized and
 verifiable by local people. The Roviana concept that encap-
 sulates this idea is hinokara, or "truthfulness/' That is, only
 through repeated applications that verify abstract concepts
 do villagers begin to trust those concepts. The social context
 of knowledge transmission is another important determi-
 nant of trusting or verifying knowledges. The knowledge
 acquired through formal instruction gains validity and is
 "trusted" when it is applied in practical contexts and pro-
 duces tangible results. These examples suggest that an im-
 portant aspect of Roviana epistemologies is that abstract or
 metaphysical qualities are not meaningful when separated
 from the context of their application. They are intrinsic to
 the ongoing processes of lived experience.

 The process by which Roviana people learn envi-
 ronmental categories is also a process grounded in the
 context of activity. Novice Roviana fishers are not formally
 taught habitat categories; instead, they develop specific
 dispositions and sensibilities by observing accomplished
 practitioners. Through repeated practical trials, a fisherman
 builds his knowledge about the local environment within
 the framework provided by a skilled mentor. This process
 was impressed on us as we identified Roviana indigenous
 marine-habitat categories detailed earlier. Many villagers
 were more comfortable showing us examples of envi-
 ronmental categories than verbally describing them. It
 was much more intuitive for Roviana fishers to specify
 and discuss habitat categories while fishing, gleaning, or
 navigating.

 Ethnographic descriptions from other Pacific societies
 also reveal that domains of knowledge that are often in-
 terpreted as "cognitive" may be better understood as em-
 bedded in daily practice. Thomas Gladwin's classic account
 of seafaring in the Caroline Islands is a case in point. He
 describes how mariners travel hundreds of miles across the

 open ocean between islands only a few miles wide. These
 seafaring feats are achieved by memorizing an entire com-
 pendium of "star courses" that indicate the direction be-
 tween islands. The "star courses" are lists of setting or ris-

 ing stars that they either aim toward or aim away from
 to reach an island destination. Unlike Western navigators
 who chart their course in advance of their voyage and then
 adhere to that predetermined plan, Micronesian mariners
 start with a "simplified gestalt" and "fill in the details as
 they go along" (Gladwin 1964:170). Following memorized
 information about star relationships is but one aspect of
 a complex process of seafaring. It combines myriad visual,
 auditory, and kinesthetic types of information about cur-
 rents, swell patterns, sound, and motion into an integrated
 whole that translates into "a slight increase or decrease in
 pressure on the steering paddle, or a grunted instruction to
 slack off the sail a trifle" (Gladwin 1964:171). From the prac-

 tice perspective, the foundation of their knowledge, then,
 lies not in a seafarer's ability to recall cognitive maps of
 stars learned through rote learning but in the condition

 of the navigator's embeddedness in the activities of ocean
 voyaging itself (Ingold 2000).

 ECOLOGICAL-KNOWLEDGE MAPPING REVISITED

 The findings of our mapping studies suggest that a practice
 perspective may be a more inclusive way to understand eco-
 logical knowledge than relying only on cognitive models.
 As discussed above, the Roviana villagers we interviewed do
 not memorize cognitive maps of the marine environment
 surrounding their villages. If that were the case, the free-
 hand sketch-mapping exercises would have yielded more
 accurate and detailed results. The true depth and breadth
 of Roviana ethnoecological knowledge only became evi-
 dent when villagers were actively engaging with the en-
 vironment. For instance, the informant-led GPS-based taxa
 inventories showed that when local people inventoried fish
 species and their associated habitats during boat-based sur-
 veys the level of detail soared compared with freehand
 sketch mapping or ethnographic interviewing about this
 knowledge.

 Focusing attention on the practical application of in-
 digenous ecological activities such as fishing and navigating
 also provides clues as to why the habitat maps produced
 through participatory methods had high correspondence
 with marine-science surveys. Roviana fishers spend count-
 less hours engaging, interacting with, and paying close at-
 tention to the undersea environment by looking down at it
 from their canoes. When one paddles or motors across the
 lagoon, the clear water and relatively shallow depth present
 a spectacular visual display of undersea features and habi-
 tats that are discernable from above. To "see" the lagoon
 and navigate across it, fishers attentively monitor underwa-
 ter features and interpret the hues, patterns, and textures of
 the features and substrates underneath them to determine

 their position, navigate across the seascape, and find fishing
 grounds. Their skill in reading these visual stimuli is built
 up over many years of active perceptual engagement and
 "hands-on" experience.

 Considering these details about navigation and fishing
 in a lagoon environment, we suggest that Roviana fishers
 are capable image interpreters because the air photos and
 satellite imagery represent the underwater world in a fa-
 miliar manner. This perspective is what geographers and
 remote-sensing experts call the "nadir" perspective, which
 is the perspective of looking directly down at the earth's
 surface from above. It is from this perspective that Roviana
 fishers and navigators, as they paddle across the water, learn
 to "read" the lagoon environment. Clearly, the geographic
 scales are different, but it stands to reason that Roviana
 people are capable photo interpreters because they can ap-
 ply skills they have developed through years of attentive,
 perceptual involvement in everyday fishing and navigating
 activities to photo interpretation.

 Ethnography conducted in Marovo Lagoon, located
 on the northern shore of New Georgia Island, points to
 a similar conclusion: that lagoon aerial photography and
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 satellite images are meaningful to people whose world
 is oriented around clear, shallow-water marine environ-

 ments. Edvard Hviding has reported that "Marovo people
 frequently commented that aerial photographs represent
 their environment better than do maps" because the pho-
 tography provides information on underwater topography
 and bathymetry (Hviding 1996:57). Compared with con-
 ventional nautical charts or maps, images represent the
 marine environment more intuitively from a lagoon-living
 person's point of view because they display the spectacular
 diversity of the shallow-water, reef-studded environment
 that is the focus of these peoples' lives.

 Further support for the idea that remotely sensed data
 provide a view of the underwater environment that is fa-
 miliar to fishers was evident when we asked villagers to
 interpret imagery of forested areas. In contrast to people's
 ability to interpret imagery of shallow-water lagoon areas,
 Roviana villagers were less interested in and less capable
 of interpreting the imagery of the forest-covered land.1 In
 fact, there was a dramatic difference between their ability to
 interpret imagery of land compared with lagoon areas. Vil-
 lagers were unable to identify tree types and other terrestrial
 habitats in images of the New Georgia mainland and barrier
 islands, and they perceived the varying shades and textures
 of terrestrial landscapes as homogeneous monotony com-
 pared with the richly textured and contrasting hues of the
 lagoons. An explanation for this discrepancy in perception
 between landscapes and seascapes might lie again in the
 details of how Roviana people fish, navigate, and engage
 in marine activities. Most Roviana people have never seen
 the forest from above the canopy. It follows that their un-
 familiarity with viewing the forest from this perspective
 would result in less-proficient image-interpretation skills of
 landscapes.

 Studies from other contexts support this explanation.
 In a recent study among Ache hunter-gatherers of cen-
 tral Paraguay, indigenous informants classified forest types
 based on understory rather than canopy characteristics
 (Naidoo and Hill 2006). This resulted in low classification
 accuracies of forest types when the Ache classifications were
 incorporated into a Landsat-7-derived vegetation map. Rain
 forest dwellers know their forest environment from below

 the canopy; thus, they would have little success in discrim-
 inating forest types from data acquired via optical remote
 sensors that record their images from above.2 In contrast
 to rain forest hunters, pastoralist herders from Kenya were
 reported to be skilled photo interpreters (Patrick 2002). This
 could be explained by the fact that pastoralists inhabit an
 open environment without forest cover and the images
 present information from a familiar point of view.

 CONCLUSION

 In a recent Science article, a biologist who works with Sami
 reindeer herders stated that certain types of indigenous
 knowledge are not reliable. He claimed, for example, that

 a Sami reindeer herder's observation that the arctic sky has
 become less blue was unacceptable because "you can't re-
 member color; you can't pass it down through the gener-
 ations" (Couzin 2007:1519). We hope to have shown that
 the assumptions of this researcher are unfounded. The re-
 jection of this particular Sami observation about the sky
 reflects a prevalent conceptual predisposition in Western
 science to construe knowledge as intergenerationally trans-
 ferred cognitive information. Despite the growing interest
 in and respect for indigenous knowledge in the fields of in-
 ternational development and environmental management,
 this widely shared understanding of knowledge marginal-
 izes substantial domains and modalities of knowing and
 implicitly indicates who is qualified to know and act and
 who is not.

 Our aim in this article has been to highlight the lim-
 itations of a cognitive framework and to suggest that a
 practice approach expands our understanding by envision-
 ing knowledge as a process intrinsic to the socially situ-
 ated activities of people engaging with one another and
 with their biophysical environments. A major strength of
 this perspective is that it provides a theoretical basis for
 bridging the cognitive versus experiential dichotomy that
 contrasts them as altogether different modalities of know-
 ing. Rethinking knowledge in this way allows us to treat
 all knowledges as processes of engagement in which dif-
 ferences involve not comprehensiveness, scale, or validity
 but, rather, the mode of apprehending the world (Ingold
 2000:215). This not only encourages exploration of forms
 of knowing or other modalities that are in many cases ig-
 nored or overlooked (e.g., Sami knowledge about the sky's
 color) in indigenous knowledge studies but it also puts
 scientific and indigenous knowledges on a par as equally
 valid ways of knowing. Moreover, the emphasis on pro-
 cesses of active, perceptual engagement, rather than in-
 tergenerationally transmitted knowledge systems, reorients
 the theoretical frame to accommodate mixtures of situ-

 ated practices in which disparate epistemologies coexist and
 intermingle.

 Roviana perspectives on knowledge expressed in such
 concepts as "mana" inspired us to explore a practice
 approach. For many Roviana fishers, divorcing abstract
 ecological categories or religious concepts from their appli-
 cation in practice is a distorting imposition. The "mana"
 concept, for example, acquires meaning only when ex-
 pressed in the context of lived experience and activities.
 Thus, both the practice approach and Roviana views on
 knowledge envision abstract qualities and categories as in-
 trinsic to lived experience. It was this epistemological sim-
 ilarity between Roviana understandings and those of the
 practice approach that led us to question dominant models
 of knowledge that carve up human lives into Cartesian cat-
 egories of "mind" and "body" or "rational" and "practical."

 A methodological implication of approaching knowl-
 edge as situated practices is that it draws our attention
 to the contexts of engagement in which knowledges are
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 applied. Gathering information about these contexts re-
 quires that conventional ethnographic interviewing and
 participatory or experientially focused techniques be con-
 ducted on everyday practice, training, and actual perfor-
 mance of activities. The results of our mapping studies
 reflect this methodological approach. We found that in
 situ participant-observation methodologies, in which vil-
 lagers described ecological categories out on the lagoons
 or during fishing forays, provided richer and more nu-
 anced environmental knowledge than conventional ethno-
 graphic interviews. Likewise, indigenous photo interpreta-
 tion proved to be a more reliable and fine-grained method
 of mapping marine-lagoon habitats than freehand-sketch
 mapping, because it provides a view of the world familiar
 to Roviana fishers. However, the inability of Roviana peo-
 ple to interpret images of land areas exemplifies the need
 for researchers to be attentive to differences in local envi-

 ronmental engagement before attempting these techniques
 elsewhere.

 More broadly, the theoretical and methodological chal-
 lenge for anthropologists conducting studies of situated
 practices is to create a more open-ended, participatory un-
 derstanding of thought. The sort of "experience-near" or
 "outdoor" approach (Geertz 1983:57) that we advocate has
 the potential to lead to much-needed insight into pressing
 problems such as environmental change and sustainable-
 development interventions. More research is needed to de-
 velop approaches and methods that can empirically record
 aspects of knowing and understanding that are commonly
 ignored in indigenous knowledge studies. The study of situ-
 ated practices demands that we devise a variety of method-
 ologies and multiple theoretical frameworks to more fully
 explore, comprehend, and appreciate indigenous people's
 lives and perspectives in a rapidly changing world.

 Matthew Lauer Department of Anthropology, San Diego
 State University, San Diego, CA 92182
 Shankar Aswani Department of Anthropology and Interde-
 partmental Graduate Program in Marine Science, University
 of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
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 1. Hviding noted that Marovo elders had a similar reaction when
 viewing aerial photography of land and sea areas. The elders com-
 mented that the forest-covered land "looks all the same" compared
 with the reef-studded lagoons.
 2. Data from radar remote sensors like Synthetic Aperture Radar
 that penetrate the canopy and acquire information about forest
 structure might be more appropriate for studies that incorporate
 indigenous knowledge about forest ecosystems.
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